From Callaloo's 2000 issue on Black Queer Studies and AIDS to
the memorialization of AIDS Writing, the development of critical analysis of Black Queer consciousness and culture and their being reshuffled by the AIDS era; 2. From Callaloo's standpoint on Diasporic Consciousness and Culture to Positionality, Intersectionality, and Transdisciplinarity; 3. From American, African, and Caribbean geographico-cultural locations to Europe as a Black space in its own right.
Callaloo's 2000 issue on Black Queer Studies and AIDS
In relation to my paper on the haunting/hunting of blackness, I intended to refer to and discuss Dagmawi Woubshet ' Most of the texts I've just mentioned are primary and secondary sources for the graduate seminar I have been teaching for several years now, as I shifted from the center of Paris to the margins, from Paris-Diderot University to Marne-la-Vallée University. In this seminar, called "'Writing as I lay dying': AIDS Writing or American Identities in Crisis," what we are looking at with the students is how AIDS in the 1980s and 1990s inaugurated a major conundrum in American homotextualities, both black and white, centering mainly on the question of metaphoricity: while it was generally agreed that linguistic representation could mask the horrors of reality, it was also widely assumed that only a new rhetoric could spur a return to the real-which is what poesis is about. As these authors and artists try to fight against the deep-seated American belief that some lives, because deemed worthless, can be forgotten, they bear witness to this contemporary tragedy. Meanwhile, as their writing goes beyond the false opposition between aesthetics and politics, it even takes on, across the color-line, an ethical and existential dimension. 1 We situate Melvin Dixon, Essex Hemphill, Assotto Saint, and other African American and diasporic authors within Baldwin's literary, philosophical, and political heritage.
Their testimony to what it means to be black and queer in this world, and their artistic commitment against racism and homophobia in AIDS-ridden America, also perpetuates Baldwin's resistance against social subordination, communal erasure, and self-negation. We also examine how Black queer authors of the 1990s reject the norm that confines one's being Black to the public sphere and one's being gay and queer to the private one. They add other political and philosophical standpoints that they translate into aesthetics. They refuse, for instance, to occlude the subject in historical determinism, frontiers and territo-rialization, teleological discourses, or compulsory identifications through which identity is traditionally elevated to a transcending and immutable state. In doing so, they also reduce the black subject's so-called split identity-the rupture of slavery or colonialism still defining the former generation-to an inaccurate ready-made label. They subordinate allegiances to race, nation, gender, and normative sexuality to the subject's life choices and aesthetic motivations. As they atomize the black self through multiple identifications and through the writing of desire, they also question the meaning of blackness, sex, gender, and identity formation as a whole.
The first prevalent feature is that queer being and writing are essentially matters of position and self-positioning, with thus a strong political content. The second feature is the characterization of black queer literature by indeterminacy and the rejection of fixed and monolithic identities. Often, in these works, the black subject is no longer determined by history or a stifling memory, but by desire. The flux of desire transforms identity in the continuous experience of change. The third determining theme is that of AIDS. The transience of life it carries casts a tragically ironic light on black queer writers' existential stances of depicting their "lived reality," as Joseph Beam and Essex Hemphill aimed to show in their respective anthologies In the Life (1986) and Brother to Brother (conceived with Joseph Beam, 1991). Like them, many writers, artists, and activists of this aborted generation were lost to AIDS which, besides the human tragedy, also had political and aesthetic repercussions in the defining paradigms of black queer literature. Now, there is a black queer paradox. On the one hand, with the palpable return of death into life, identity matters reached a transcending dimension which outgrew mere attempts at redefining blackness. The urge to translate racial and sexual categorization into a matter of life and death-as James Baldwin already called for at the end of "Notes of a Native Son" (1955) and which was now prompted by the imminence of death-added to the dissenting positions that, with their proclaimed non-heteronormative sexualities, black queer writers occupied within their communities. Such a combination also laid the foundations for a revolutionary understanding of black identity which would connect black consciousness to desire in the open array of self-transformations that the finiteness of life restores to favor. Melvin Dixon's Vanishing Rooms is certainly exemplary of this endeavor.
Our perspective is thus the shaping of a Black queer aesthetics as the AIDs era has channeled it. But the curriculum of Black studies in France being as much invisible (barely perceptible in fact which means not totally absent but not present enough, as we were saying yesterday about Oxford) as the Republic itself is self-deludingly color-blind (a point I was stressing three years ago, in the 2013 CaLLaLoo ConferenCe in Oxford), teaching Black queer literature, poetry, and art, and the influence AIDs had on an entire generation of writers, thinkers, and artists, implies to look back onto the history of Black literature, African American and diasporic, and therefore return to Morrison, Baldwin, Wright, Hurston and Du Bois. And these returns are so much pregnant with shifts in the orientation of identity formations that the possibility that Black queer literature and consciousness could have been formally and politically shaped by the AIDS crisis can well have its scope prolonged, enlarged, and reshuffled. Black queer literature and consciousness have shaped and redefined contemporary Black identity formations as a whole, repeating the primordial quality of Black ur-texts that also question and re-invent identity formations but, this time, with a surplus of significance-the creative force of errors, of mis-readings, those mis-translatings I was talking of at the outset of this presentation and which were certainly echoed by the 2011 CaLLaLoo ConferenCe on Translation-the urge and urgency to connect, the absolute necessity to connect (a meaningful oxymoron) within, without, spaces, communities, and subjects. It is a paradigm shift potentially as crucial as the notions of Diaspora and diasporic consciousness have been and, at least, a possible perspective to explore for communities and institutions as Callaloo, and others such as the Caribbean Philosophical Association, the Collegium for African American Research, or the Centre for Critical Research on Race and Identity at the University of KwaZulu Natal, in Durban, South Africa.
I won't have time to develop my second and third parts: moving from Callaloo's standpoint on Diasporic Consciousness and Culture to the extra-contemporary notions of positionality, intersectionality, and transdisciplinarity; and Afro-Europeans and Europe as a Black space in its own right. But the ongoing conversation we are having may allow us to broach these topics either today or in tomorrow's panel "The Future of Callaloo." Glissant's surplus jouissance is led by this straight and narrow pathway to the only space of a possible concretization: poetic and imaginary writing itself; there is proof of this everywhere in Glissant's work, too ample to be detailed here. Relation, the Tout-monde, and creolization are not to be concretized in the real world; their field of application is poetry itself. That is the only space where they can be fully acted out. . . . For Glissant, poetics are an act: "Poetics is not an art of dreaming or an illusion . . . but a manner of conceiving oneself, of conceiving one's relation to oneself and to the other and a manner of expressing it. Any poetics is a network" (Introduction 133). . . . In other words, Relation poetics and the Tout-monde forever remain a potentiality: as soon as they materialize, they betray their aim and become a veil for an intention that remains unconscious. (898, 899, 900) How this is to be translated in the "real world"-sometimes at the cost of mis-translating or mis-reading, a cost and a price to pay which have a value since errors are creative-is our task, duty, and commitment. In the same way as Callaloo has embodied it for forty years and shall continue, not necessarily as a new Callaloo but as Callaloo still.
And if ours are trying times, as Professor Spillers reminded us yesterday, "We are never in better company than in our fears and imagination." Thank you.
